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Wheel Loader Buckets
MINING APPLICATION
HARDOX WEARPARTS

“A solution to all needs”. This is the synthesis 
of Corazza, a company that from over 40 years projects, produces 

and sells special attachments for Earth Moving sector, for Quarrying, 
for Mining and all the applications where a product with efficient 

wear solutions, wisely manufactured in Hardox, is needed. 
A leading Company, worldwide known for his competence, quality, 

technical skills, flexibility on the design and deep know how, 
developed together with innovative managing strategies.
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EARTH MOVING EQUIPMENT
QUARRYING

HARDOX wear plate meets strict demands on wear resistance. The unique combination of consistence and high
hardness, high strength and excellent toughness makes the material well suited for the use in manufacturing such
tools.
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High capacity bucket designed for handling materials
with a density of 1.4 t/m3 or less, such as coal, compost,
grain, wood chips etc. Features a flat bottom for
increased loading capacity which can be further
increased by the fitting of curved sides. The option of
using a wear resistant HARDOX® 450 bottom allows
for a reduction in weight while increasing capacity.

Standard wheel loader bucket for materials with a den-
sity of 2.0 t/m3 or less. Suitable for medium weight soils
such as wet clay, gravel or sand, matching the shape of
the original bucket as indicated by the manufacturer, with
the possibility to modify any of the parts to suit specific
customer requirements. The option of fitting a wear resi-
stant HARDOX® 450 bottom allows for a considerable
weight reduction without affecting performance.

Reinforced bucket for wheel loaders, for handling
medium level abrasive materials with a density of 2.0 t/m3

or less. Used for minerals, slag and rocky surfaces, it has
an inclined bottom which offers better support to the
pressure on the blade. It respects the shape of the origi-
nal bucket as indicated by the manufacturer but any of
the parts can be modified to suit specific customer requi-
rements. Construction of the parts most exposed to wear
using HARDOX® 450 and HARDOX® 500 wear resi-
stant steel guarantees longevity.

LIGHT MATERIALS LD

STANDARD GP

HEAVY DUTY HD

High quality buckets for Mining or Quarry application, for
machine from 50 up to 220 t. Projected and produced 
for satisfying each needs of the customer/operator.
Developed with specific design and technical solutions
for reaching loading characteristic and wear solution that
allow the machine to work at fully potential. For construc-
tion are used only best wear steels and structural steel on
the market: HARDOX® 400/450/500, WELDOX®

700/900, HARDOX® Hituf.

Loading bucket for extra heavy duty work. For use with
the heaviest working conditions on rocky and extremely
abrasive surfaces. Completely manufactured in special
wear resistant steel HARDOX® 450/500. Designed with
a penetrating profile, it features a wide wear resistant
accessories such as: delta and semi delta blades, rock
teeth, interdental shrouds, internal and external heels,
reinforced sides, side protectors etc, which add longevity
under extreme working conditions.

Needful bucket for low/medium weight materials to be
unloaded at high levels. Two versions available: LD for
light materials, such as wood chips, grain and compost,
with a weight of 0.8 t/m3 or less, and HD for materials
with a weight of 1.4 t/m3 or less such as gravel, dry sand,
coal etc. Manufactured from a specific mix of wear resi-
stant steels, HARDOX® 450 and FE 510, it respects the
kinematics indicated by the manufacturer with two
hydraulic cylinders and double action braking for the 
tipping action. Any of the parts can be modified to suit
specific customer requirements.

ROCK XHD

ROLL OVER BUCKET WO

MINING BUCKETS

Corazza is able to project, produce and sell

worldwide a complete range of buckets for

Earth Moving Machines, for the transportation

and handling of a wide range of loose materials.

Manufactured with an in depth knowledge and

utilisation of various types of special wear 

steel, HARDOX® 450/500 and WELDOX® 700

structural steel, these buckets are characterized

by their high wear resistance and strength, 

making them suitable for working any type of

terrain.
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